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Avian influenza

▶ Caused by Influenza A virus

▶ Adapted to birds but can also
stably adapt and sustain P2P
transmission

p. 1 – AI characteristics



High pathogenicity avian influenza (HPAI)

▶ HPAI A virus subtype H5N1: emerging avian influenza virus
causing global concern as a potential pandemic threat

▶ H5N1 has killed millions of poultry throughout Asia, Europe,
and Africa

▶ Coexistence of human flu viruses and avian flu viruses
(especially H5N1) will provide an opportunity for genetic
material to be exchanged between species-specific viruses,
possibly creating a new virulent influenza strain that is easily
transmissible and lethal to humans

▶ CFR for humans with H5N1 is 60%

p. 2 – AI characteristics



Global concern because it involves multiple bird species, both wild
and livestock

p. 3 – AI characteristics
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Kalthoff et al/Veterinary Microbiology (2010)
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Mathematical modelling of AI

A lot more popular than FMD!

There are many mathematical models

However, most models look at zoonotic aspects, i.e., include a
human component

p. 16 – Modelling AI
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3 types of birds + environment

▶ Poultry (mainly chicken), c

▶ Wild birds who die after H5N1 infection, w

▶ Wild birds who survive after H5N1 infection, d

▶ V virus density in the environment

p. 27 – Modelling AI
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Divide year in two periods

▶ During the reproductive period, denoted p, poultry can
reproduce

▶ During the overwintering period, denoted w , poultry does not
reproduce and AI emerges. Further subdivided
▶ infection phase
▶ disease-control phase

Individuals infected with AI do not recover

p. 30 – Modelling AI
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Assumptions on Φ

Φ satisfies

▶ Φ : [0,∞) → [0, 1]

▶ Φ(0) = 1, limx→∞Φ(x) = 0

▶ Φ′(x) < 0 and Φ′′(x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ [0,∞)

▶ −Φ′(x)x < 1 for all x ∈ [0,∞)

p. 32 – Modelling AI



They then conduct a thorough analysis of the system using

R⋆ =
auw

1− upuw

and

R0 =
−βuwupσpσwΦ

′(0)

1− upσpuwσw

Proposition 1

Let R⋆ > 1. If R0 < 1, DFE is GAS; if R0 > 1, DFE is unstable
and system is uniformly persistent

Additional results (flip bifurcation, Hopf bifurcation, etc.) based on
another R̂0

p. 33 – Modelling AI
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A branching process model

X r.v. “number of newly infected birds in a generation”

Generation time: average time in days between successive
generations in infection process

Assume Poisson branching process for transmission, mean
transmission rate λ = pBL L+ pBGM

Local contact probability pBL between birds within social group of
size L and smaller global component between all birds within the
flock of size M with lower infectious contact probability pBG

p. 35 – Modelling AI



Then probability generating function for number of newly infected
birds in each generation is

ΦX (s) = exp
(
(pBL L+ pBGM)(s − 1)

)
and probability of extinction q the smallest root in (0, 1] of

q = ΦX (q)

Reproduction number is

R⋆ = pBL L+ pBGM

p. 36 – Modelling AI



They then derive a model for infection within a cage

And models for emergence of HPAI from LPAI

Then look at various population structures (barn and free-range
layer flocks, caged layer flocks, barn and free-range meat flocks,
LPAI introductions)

p. 37 – Modelling AI
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